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INSTRUCTIONS

Adjust the height

Adjust the inner diameter

Adjust the depth

Adjust the paper height

Adjust the paper width



INSTRUCTIONS

ADJUST THE HEIGHT

ADJUST THE DEPTH

ADJUST THE PAPER HEIGHT

ADJUST THE PAPER WIDTH

ADJUST THE INNER DIAMETER

Thank you for choosing Technotape’s
TURBO wrapper! Please be informed 
that the settings of the TURBO 
wrapper are perfectly alligned with 
Technotape’s 11 and 15oz mugs. You 
do not need to adjust any settings if 
you are using our mugs.

This height support allows you to
position the mug relative to the wrapper
arms. When the mug is placed too high,
the wrapper arms will not easily wrap
around the mug. However, when the mug
is placed too low, the wrapper arms will
not fall back. You set the correct height
by loosening the allen bolt with the allen
wrench and by tightening it again at the
correct height.

This height support allows you to
position the mug relative to the wrapper
arms. When the mug is placed too high,
the wrapper arms will not easily wrap
around the mug. However, when the mug
is placed too low, the wrapper arms will
not fall back. You set the correct height
by loosening the allen bolt with the allen
wrench and by tightening it again at the
correct height.

This springloaded clamp takes care of the
inner diameter. Turn the allen bolt up or
down to make sure that it fits the mug’s
inner diameter.

If you need to change the positioning of
the paper, move the brass pins. Change
the brass pins as noted at number 4 to
change the heigth of the paper.

If you need to change the positioning of
the paper, move the brass pins. Change
the brass pins as noted at number 5 to
change the width of the paper.

TESTING
Test if the settings of the TURBO 
wrapper are correct by placing a 
mug in the mug support and then 
lift the lever as if you were going to 
wrap the mug. If the wrapper arms 
automatically fall down, then your 
TURBO wrapper is correctly set.
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IMPORTANT

ACCESSOIRES

Positioning
The table where the TURBO wrapper is 
attached to should be 1 meter high.  
This height ensures an correct ergonomic 
posture.

WARNING
Do not adjust any settings other 
than the settings mentioned under 
“Instructions”, otherwise it will 
negatively affect the product endresult.

TURBO wrap TURBO Clamp
Silicone Wrap Stainless Steel

The TURBO wrap is easily placed in the arms of 
the TURBO wrapper. The stainless steel bars will 
automatically align due to its clever design. This easy 
to use silicone wrap is essential to the TURBO wrapper.

The nearly indestructable TURBO clamp makes sure 
that the wrap and mug stay perfectly in place and 
creates a stable base throughout the production 
process.

Itemcode ItemcodeDescription Description
Wrap for 10 & 11 oz. Mugs Clamp for 10 & 11 oz. Mugs
Wrap for 15 oz. Mugs Clamp for 15 oz. Mugs

MUG.WRA.TUR.001 MUG.WRA.TUR.C11
MUG.WRA.TUR.002 MUG.WRA.TUR.C15
MUG.WRA.TUR.003 MUG.WRA.TUR.C16Wrap for 11 & 15 oz. Mugs Clamp for 11 & 15 oz. Mugs


